
MOBILITY
EDGE™  
MEANS 
BUSINESS
 

When you’re invested in mobility solutions, you 
need a durable, stable and secure platform 
to maximize and protect that investment. In 
a complex ever-changing world, you need 
to stay on top of emerging technology. 
Stay ahead of the curve. Ahead of the 
competition. Today and in the years to come.

SHAPED FOR THE FUTURE
By definition, the Mobility Edge platform strengthens security, accelerates 
deployments, extends the life of your solution, and optimizes business 
performance. By design, Mobility Edge is built to enable seamless 
evolution, allowing enterprises to realize even greater efficiency, 
simplicity and opportunities to innovate and grow with confidence. 
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UNLEASH YOUR POWER AND POTENTIAL
The promise of Mobility Edge continues to deliver, providing better value, lowering risk, 

and increasing ROI. Mobility Edge enables seamless evolution, always looking forward 

and helping to extend the value of your investment. Recent and upcoming 

enhancements include:

• Standardized API/SDKs: Standardization reduces integration efforts while 

improving functionality across applications and devices

• Standardized Configuration: Configure once, apply universally across device types

• Software Management: Visibility and management of software licenses across 

devices.  Know what licenses are needed when, more easily manage and deploy

• Data & Insight Offerings: UEM Connect and Operational Intelligence provide data 

and insights to improve operations

• OS Guarantee:  Guaranteed OS version compatibly without gaps provides best 

available security and longer lifecycle 

• New Devices & Further OS Compatibility: New devices provide further OS versions

• Common Accessories: Universal Dock provides accessory forward compatibility 

between legacy and new devices


